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'I defy anyone not to snort, howl and recoil' The Sunday Times'Full of wicked asides, tart

observations and sharp remarks that could only have originated in Graham Norton's witty

brain.' Terry WoganLooking around the room I saw what life really was. It was made up of my

passions. I saw my life reflected back at me. People I liked, people I loved, people I had shared

half a century with. All the stories of my life were together in that one room and it made me

very happy.Who wouldn't want a friend like Graham Norton? A little bit naughty, full of frank

advice, bursting with gossip about the world's biggest stars - but most of all with an emphatic

love of life and all its joys, big and small.Join him - glass of wine in hand, faithful doggy friend

by your side - and delve in as he shares the loves of his life.

About the AuthorGraham Norton is an actor, a comedian, and the host of The Graham Norton

Show on BBC America and Most Popular on WE TV. He has appeared on Absolutely

Fabulous, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, Jimmy Kimmel Live, Kathy Griffin: My Life on the

D List, Last Call with Carson Daly, and the Tonight Show with Jay Leno, and has hosted the

GLAAD Media Awards. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.ReviewWitty and wonderful memoir. Sparkling and impish, as you'd imagine. �Daily Mail --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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started with a bad oyster. Weeks of planning lay in ruins as I hugged my toilet, hoping that the

great god of food poisoning would just put me out of my misery.The preparations for my fiftieth

birthday had got a bit out of hand. What I had imagined would be a drink with a few friends had

somehow grown into an enormous gay wedding where I would declare my undying love for

myself. Caterers had been booked, menus tasted, cocktails selected, flowers were being

unloaded out of the back of white vans, k.d. lang was booked to perform. Now it appeared that

unless the whole shindig was relocated to my bathroom, the only thing that would be missing

was the host. Too late to cancel, I pressed my face against the cool porcelain and prayed I

might feel a little better by that evening. Too sick to present my Radio 2 show that morning,

word was spreading amongst the guests that something was up. It is more difficult than you

might imagine to write upbeat texts reassuring people that everything is still on, when lying on

the floor with stomach cramps and a vomit-stained dressing gown.By the time the sun had set

and I needed to get ready, I had at least stopped being violently ill. I would go to the ball after

all. Feeling like an understudy for the real me, I sat very carefully in the back of a taxi as it

found its way to Covent Garden. The party organisers had done an extraordinary job and the

venue looked amazing. I felt I had cheated the flowers – they should have been at the Oscars

or at the announcement of a Nobel Peace Prize, not the birthday bash of some television

presenter. Even the guests as they walked in looked as if they were going to something a lot

better than my birthday party.Looking back, I can finally find it in my heart to say thank you to

that oyster. Thanks to that dodgy bit of shellfish I can remember the whole event, didn’t

embarrass myself and ended the evening tucked up in bed with a mug of peppermint tea. It

wasn’t how I had imagined my fiftieth birthday would be, but actually I had a fabulous

night.Stone-cold sober, I had stood on the stage to introduce my favourite singer of all time.



Almost thirty years earlier some Canadian friends had dragged me to see her perform in a pub

in Putney. I had fallen in love with k.d.’s voice that night and soon afterwards, the rest of the

world had too. Now she was singing to me for my birthday; in the crowd were the same friends

who had introduced us decades before. I looked out at the 300 faces and saw my life reflected

back at me. People I liked, people I loved, people I had shared half a century with. My mother

and sister, school friends, people I had worked with in restaurants, the gang from drama

school, friends from radio and TV, theatre folk, a smattering of chat-show guests, and the

friends I get drunk with. All the stories of my life were together in that one room and it made me

very happy.The idea of this book began to grow.It had been ten years since I’d last written a

book and I knew I fancied writing another one. The first had been a fairly straightforward

autobiography following the ‘… and then this happened’ pattern. I knew I could have written

about the last decade but, looking around the room at my party, I saw what my life really was. It

was made up of my passions: Ireland, which I had fallen back in love with; all the people who

had helped build my career; my friends from New York who had flown in specially; the men I

had loved and lost; the music that had shaped my life; and the booze that was flowing freely.

The only thing missing was my dogs.It seems to me that we are all made up of the things we

adore, and by telling my stories through the prism of my passions I hope you will get an insight

into my life.It is a weird experience writing about yourself and while this book is definitely all

about me, I was able to pretend while writing it that I was really dealing with a variety of topics.

For me this book has been an eye-opener in a way that a simple autobiography never was. I

see so many more patterns in my life this time – strange connections and often mysterious

bookends emerged as I linked various phases of my life through the things I love.In order to get

some of the dates and facts for this book, I sometimes had to refer to various websites that

record aspects of my career and life. There I found the lists of shows I’ve done, where I was

born, who I had dated, the awards I’ve won and the money I’ve earned, but that wasn’t my life. I

didn’t see myself in those lists of details. We live in our stories, and the best stories go on.

Funerals see the end of a life but at the party afterwards, it is like a form of resurrection: the

person we have just said goodbye to is back in the room as people share their tales.The

stories in this book are a mixed bag. Fingers crossed you’ll find some of them funny, but there

are tears along the way as well. I hope that you’ll also share some of my passions. They are a

fairly broad spectrum of things so even if one doesn’t really float your boat, hopefully you’ll find

another that puts wind in your sails. In an ideal world you’d like dogs, booze, men, divas,

Ireland, New York and work as much as I do but, most of all, I really hope you like this book.1.

DogsDepressed? Feeling down? Got the blues? Before you head off to the man in a white coat

to get a fistful of happy pills, why not consult Dr Norton? Here’s my prescription: take two dogs,

add a deserted beach on a gusty winter’s day, and then unleash the hounds. Watch them

galloping towards the waves, ears flapping in the breeze, tongues hanging out of their mouths

like pink socks on a washing line, and while it may not cure everything that ails you, things will

feel a great deal better. Tears shed into warm fur, a sofa alive with the soft buzz of animals

snoring – dogs take you out of yourself and remind you how simple life can be. Complicated

feelings rarely are, and nothing underlines that more effectively than the cool draught of a

wagging tail.It doesn’t matter how often I remind myself ‘they’re just dogs’, the emotional bond

with my fur babies is profound and, as crazy as it seems, fully reciprocated. If you are one of

those people who don’t ‘get’ dogs, then I would start flipping pages rather quickly. Or maybe,

just maybe, this chapter will change your mind.The first dog I remember entering my life was

Smokey. He was a Keeshond, a small husky-like dog distinguished by black circular markings

around the eyes, as if they had just stopped the sled and popped some glasses on to check



the map. Oddly, they aren’t from the polar wastes at all – they are originally from Holland and

bred as barge dogs, though I’m not sure what makes them, or indeed any dog, especially

suited to life on a canal.Knowing my mother, I suspect the arrival of Smokey was nothing to do

with her. She is of the old school when it comes to being house-proud. We never doubted how

much she loved us but there were certainly occasions when we felt she would have chosen a

clean, undisturbed antimacassar over me and my older sister, Paula, running around the house

with jammy fingers and a careless crayon. Left to her own devices, I imagine the sofa would

have still been wrapped in plastic and all shoes left outside. Coasters matter!Doubtless our first

pet was thanks to my father, who could be sold anything, whether he wanted it or not. He

worked for Guinness Brewery as a travelling sales rep so presumably he bumped into guys in

pubs who quickly realised that they had an easy mark. I was never there but I imagine most of

his ill-judged purchases were in some way designed to make my sister and me happy: ‘Your

kids will love it!’ Ireland in the mid-sixties was going through an epic amount of change. The life

we were living as children bore no similarity at all to the one my father had led twenty years

before: he had followed horses ploughing fields and drunk milk still warm from the cow; we

were growing up in a world of television, pavements and back gardens. Once we graduated

beyond playing ‘Peek-a-boo’, we were a constant source of mystery to him. These greasy-

haired mid-afternoon drinkers were selling my dad the secrets of being a modern father. He

was a sitting duck. Amongst the many purchases he arrived home with were a cine camera

which he never mastered, a set of never-used left-handed golf clubs, a bright orange record

player – ‘It’s the modern style!’ – and, best of all, a ball of grey and black fur.I can only imagine

my mother’s pursed lips and steely-eyed expression when Dad opened his coat to reveal a little

canine Heathcliff.Nowadays, when families are considering getting a pet they are urged to

research breeds to find a dog that is suitable for their lifestyle, age of children and

accommodation. Clearly none of these questions had been asked before Smokey was

wrapped in an old cardigan and stuffed into the footwell of the passenger seat in my dad’s car.

But what did we care? It could have been a three-legged greyhound with a circus of performing

fleas on his head and we would have been happy. We had a dog!There are no photos of

Smokey as a pup so I presume he entered our life fully formed. Aged four or five, I could

waddle up to him and throw my chubby arms around his neck, so on one very important level

he was perfectly suited to being a family dog.I imagine my parents wondered what could have

led the previous owners to abandon lovely Smokey. Well, the truth will out – and so would our

dog. Smokey liked to wander. He liked to wander a lot. We lived in the suburbs of Waterford at

the time. It’s a small city in the south-east of Ireland and we were amongst the first people to

move into a new estate of houses. There was a busy road in front but behind there were

abandoned acres waiting for more houses to be built, so no one worried too much when the

dog went off on his solo jaunts. At first he wouldn’t be gone for too long as the lure of food

would drag him back before dark, but when these absences started to last past bedtime, then it

was felt something should be done.It was decided that Smokey would get locked into the

outside toilet. (In case you ever meet my mother, I should hastily point out that we also had

indoor facilities.) But it was only when we attempted to incarcerate Smokey that we discovered

he was the Houdini of the dog world. A Houndini, if you will. Doors were mysteriously opened.

Tiny windows left ajar for air proved large enough to squeeze a big dog body through. It was

becoming a problem.A knock came on the door one evening. It was a man claiming that our

adorable fluffy playmate had been killing his chickens. Surely not. The family unit shuffled

outside to the dog stable-slash-loo to investigate further. Smokey was ‘out’, but there was no

denying the number of feathers on the floor. Money changed hands and the strange man



left.Now this is where memory fails. I know that Smokey vanished entirely shortly after that, but

I’m not sure what happened. Did the foul fowl owner catch him in the act? Did he wander off

into the arms of some other children till they too learnt the awful truth that this was just a grifter

in a dog suit? Or did my parents send him to that ‘farm in the country’ that unwanted problem

dogs sometimes visit? Obviously, I could ask my mother but part of me prefers not knowing. I

like the mystery. We chose his name well – Smokey drifting into our life and then vanishing like

fog on a river.Once we had tasted the joy of dog ownership, the pups kept rolling in. Trixie was

next: a sweet Cairn terrier who was the perfect family pet and probably the dog I became

closest to. My sister Paula, in order to be educated alongside other nice Protestants, had gone

off to boarding school, so for long swathes of time it was just Trixie and me.I remember we

went as a family up to the bright lights of Cork by now, my dad’s job had brought us to Bandon,

a small town in West Cork to inspect the litter of newborns. When I see puppies I understand

those women who become addicted to having babies. Dogs are great but there is something

about the touch and feel of a pup. Their hot little bodies, silky coats and happy faces produce

an extraordinary and addictive high.With difficulty we chose one and brought her home. By

now we must have had a book on dog care – perhaps someone had sold it to my father in a

pub – so we left Trixie that first night with a hot water bottle and a ticking clock. We weren’t

training her up to be a suicide bomber, simply trying to give her comfort on her first night away

from her mother and siblings. There must have been some issues around house-training but, of

course, I was a kid so none of that bothered me. As far as I was concerned, Trixie only existed

for my amusement or to help get me out of scrapes.My mother, after endless nagging from me,

had begun to give me very occasional mugs of weak, milky instant coffee. Of course I was only

interested in the air of adult sophistication it gave me to sit at the kitchen table – I too could be

just like my mother and her friends, swapping gossip on a Friday morning in their favourite local

haunt, The Coffee Nook. I would stir it till it went cold and then have to find some way to get rid

of it. I wasn’t going to drink it – it was disgusting! Mostly I was able to sneak it into a sink or

toilet because to not drink it would have resulted in a charge of ‘waste’ – not a word anyone

wanted to hear coming out of my mother’s mouth. One day, I got trapped in my bedroom with a

mug of the beige, cold liquid. If my mother came in and found it, I might lose my coffee

privileges entirely. No sink, basin or bowl at hand, what could I do? Step forward my trusty

companion Trixie. I offered her the mug and she apparently had been waiting her whole life to

be offered cold, weak instant coffee. She lapped it up with huge enthusiasm, plunging her little

muzzle deep into the cup to get every last drop. Delicious.My mother came into the room. ‘Did

you drink that coffee?’‘Yes, Mum,’ came my angelic reply.Satisfied, she picked up the mug to go

downstairs, Trixie at her heels. About an hour later, I heard a very loud ‘Oh my God!’ coming

from the kitchen. This was big – something had happened. Growing up in my Irish backwater

this was very rare, so I raced to see what had caused the commotion. When I got to the kitchen

door I stopped and stared. It looked like a pressure cooker of shit had exploded. It seemed

unbelievable that so much poo could have come out of one little dog, but our eyes and noses

confirmed it to be true.‘What did that dog have to eat?’ my mother roared at no one in

particular.Much as I loved playing detective, I had no intention of solving this particular mystery.

I shrugged my shoulders and made a mental note for future dog ownership: coffee is not

suitable as a canine treat.When Trixie was about five or six my parents told us they were going

to Canada for five weeks. My father had just taken early retirement and my mother had always

wanted to visit relatives who had emigrated. This was their chance.Up till this point in our lives,

holidays had always involved cars and caravans, so this was as if they had announced they’d

signed up to Richard Branson’s flights into space. We were in shock. My sister and I were to



stay at school as boarders, and little Trixie was going to spend the time in kennels. It would be

a long time for our family pet, but Paula and I would be able to walk from school a couple of

times a week to visit her. It seemed like a good plan, but we hadn’t factored in the workings of

the canine heart.Boarding school might not have been fun exactly, but at least it kept us busy. I

confess I don’t remember missing my parents at all, and if I did, the excitement at the arrival of

postcards bearing colourful stamps and pictures of snow-covered mountains more than made

up for it.Trixie proved a more sensitive soul. The kennels were perfectly nice and the people

who ran them kind, but there were no opportunities to fall asleep in a patch of sun on the

carpet or get corners of buttered toast from my mother as she cleared up after breakfast. Our

dog went into a decline. Visiting was awful. Trixie had stopped eating and was becoming very

weak. She was always delighted to see us but, in retrospect, maybe those sudden

appearances didn’t help as they gave her hope that her imprisonment was at an end.The long

walk back to school would be a grim affair with tears streaming down our faces, and Paula and

I feeling completely helpless. Mum and Dad were on the other side of the world while our side

of it was falling apart. Trixie with her dark muzzle and deep chestnut eyes had always had an

air of seriousness, but now there was something accusatory in those eyes every time we said

goodbyes.Somehow Trixie survived until our parents came back, but she was never the same

again. She had developed a painful, hacking cough that might have started as some sort of

kennel cough but soon became a full-blown lung infection, and she wasn’t strong enough to

fight it. I remember one night near the end. My parents had gone to bed and I was kneeling by

the chair Trixie was sleeping on near the Aga. Outside all was inky stillness. It was just us

two.Trixie was in obvious distress as the painful coughing fits pounded her fragile, bony frame. I

tried to comfort her and, through sobs, made all sorts of pacts with a God I still believed in, if

only he would help my helpless furry friend.The omnipotent one remained silent, but the vet

said nothing could be done.I remember my father coming home alone. There had been no last-

minute miracle or reprieve. I heard him say to my mother: ‘I just had to leave. I was afraid I

would make a fool of myself.’ His eyes were red and I realised this giant of a man had been

felled by his love for a tiny dog. It seemed so unfair that he couldn’t join the rest of us and

openly weep for our loss. We knew he cared just as much as us, but those were the cruel rules

of being a man.People say that it is somehow beneficial for children to experience loss through

the death of a pet when they are growing up. Really? I would cope less well, hurt more, every

time a friend, a loved one, a parent passed away just because I didn’t see my father carry a

small, spluttering bundle out of the back door? I suppose it did teach me that life could be cruel

beyond all comprehension, but surely that is a lesson we will all learn eventually. Why the rush?

No one was in a hurry to replace Trixie, so we took a break from dog ownership after that. By

the time there was a new arrival, I was heading off to university. It didn’t strike me at the time,

but I’m guessing that Bing, a black and white Shih Tzu with his tiny pink tongue permanently

sticking out, was somehow meant to replace me. He was very much my mother’s dog, as was

her final dog (so far!) – a West Highland terrier called Proby.Calling a Shih Tzu Bing may have

a whiff of casual racism about it but, in fact, my mum always said he was named after Bing

Crosby, her all-time favourite crooner. To call any dog Proby seemed much harder to

fathom.Bing had been dead for a couple of years and my father was in a nursing home, and a

dog was seen once more as a good idea – company around the house for our mother, and a

good excuse to get some exercise. My sister got a call from a friend. There was an older dog

that needed a home. His name was Proby. My sister said yes and called our mother to break

the good news.‘Proby? What sort of name is that?’ We are very accustomed to my mother

receiving good news by focusing on the negative – she comes from the ‘All silver linings are



attached to a bit of cloud’ school of thought.‘I don’t know, but that is his name and he’s too old

to have it changed now.’ My sister put down the phone.The next day Paula went to pick up our

new family member. A nice lady opened the door and produced the dog. ‘Here’s little

Toby.’‘What?’ My sister was momentarily confused. ‘I thought—? Well, great, thanks!’ and off

Paula went.We will never be sure if it was the phone line or if one or both parties had been on

the wine, but there was no way my sister was going to confess. The dog didn’t seem to mind

and lived out the rest of his years quite happily until he fell asleep after lunch one day, sprawled

out in his favourite spot, and simply never woke up.If my mother were the sort of woman to give

dogs gravestones it would have said ‘Proby’. And the secret would still be safe had not Paula

stupidly confessed to me and I foolishly assumed, about a year ago, that my mother must

already know. Unfortunately, as I told the story to some friends, I realised I was breaking the

news to her as well. She took it quite well and my sister is still alive.After I left home, my love

affair with dogs didn’t wane but I never felt I was in a position to be a dog owner. Instead, I

became that annoying person who made a fuss of dogs in the street, or, if I visited someone

with a dog, they would get all my attention. When I started to earn some money I began to

collect dog art – anything with a dog on it, and I would probably want it. I was at a charity

auction once where nothing was selling and if it did, the bids were low. My friend, Tim, turned

to me and whispered, ‘Idiots! If they only knew all they had to do was doodle a dog on a napkin

and you’d pay a fortune!’ I can’t promise that he wasn’t right.An actual flesh and fur dog didn’t

enter my adult life until 2004. I was dating Kristian at the time. I adore Kristian and I’m sure he’ll

show up elsewhere in this book but, and I think even he would agree with this, he wasn’t a

great boyfriend. We met in his native New York but by 2004 he was living with me in

London.Unable to work as a waiter, a pop star, or anything, in fact, boredom had taken hold.

He had mentioned getting a dog over the years but I knew it wasn’t a good idea. I was busy

and Kristian could hardly look after himself – I would have feared for the future of a pot plant

left in his care.In early January Kristian and I were having dinner with one of my oldest and

dearest friends, the actress and writer Maria McErlane. She was one of the few of my friends

who understood my relationship with Kristian and was keen to help make it work. The subject

of a dog came up again. I knocked it down. This time, however, Maria picked it up again. In her

pop psychology brain she had decided that giving Kristian something to look after and having

something to think about other than himself would be the making of the man. She fanned the

flames of the crazy idea and before I knew it, my whole world was ablaze.I couldn’t fight it and

so I embraced it: ‘Well, I do love labradoodles.’ I still knew it wasn’t a practical plan, but then

Kristian said a very sensible thing: ‘If you want something, you make it work.’Within two weeks

we were driving through dull, grey Sunday countryside towards Coventry, making our way

down little lanes that had never troubled the screen of a sat nav, but we eventually found the

breeder. On the journey, I tried to manage expectations: ‘Remember, we don’t have to get a

puppy today.’ Silence. ‘We should probably talk to some other breeders.’ The hedgerows went

past in a blur. ‘Our house isn’t ready for a dog yet.’ I might as well have been the crazy person

on the docks urging people not to board the Titanic. This was happening.The bitch turned out

to be a fairly short-legged golden Labrador and that gave me hope – I didn’t fancy a dog that

was too enormous. We followed the mother into a small, brightly lit room with a mixture of

straw, newspapers and puppy pee on the floor, and there they were: a puppy pile of such

excruciating cuteness you just wanted to stuff all of them into a sack, take them home and fall

asleep with them chewing your hair.Kristian’s dad was a vet and much to my surprise, Kristian

suddenly came into his own, asking all the right questions and checking the puppies. His father

had said to always pick the boldest pup because they would probably be the healthiest and



strongest. There was a clear front-runner but I worried that he was already a handful – even

though he could scarcely fill my hand yet. I feared for the future, but I kept looking at the size of

the mother. She was manageable. We compromised and picked a pup that seemed a little less

boisterous. Given what that grew into, I often think of the family who chose the first one – I

imagine them surveying the rubble of their home and settling various lawsuits with

neighbours.As we were carrying our gay fur baby back to where we had parked the car, I heard

a flesh-tremblingly deep bark and suddenly, from behind a half-stable door, there jumped up a

standard poodle so big you could have thought it was a farmhand having a bad reaction to the

moon.We both jumped back.‘Oh, that’s the father,’ explained the breeder. My heart sank.The

puppy happily curled up in Kristian’s lap and we started the long drive home. Somewhere on

that journey he became Bailey. Kristian’s idea – he was full of them! That night he slept in our

bedroom but on the floor and after that his bed was kept in the kitchen. I was going to be the

strict disciplinarian. This dog was going to be perfectly behaved.A puppy trainer was employed.

A strict, stocky woman. I would never make the joke that she looked like a lesbian but she was

in fact a lesbian. I’m sure that over the weeks that she worked with him she taught Bailey how

to do things – he is still quite good at ‘Sit’ and ‘Lie down’ – but, mostly, she seemed to teach

him how to love her much more than myself and Kristian – when Bailey saw her, he went

hysterical in a way that I have never seen since. I suspected that, uncharacteristically, she must

have had a sausage secreted about her person.It soon turned out that the only thing Bailey

was truly gifted at was growing. Every morning he seemed a little bigger. If you popped out for

a pint of milk and came back, he seemed to have grown. I’m surprised we couldn’t hear his

bones straining and squeaking as he transformed from the size of a shoe into a large piece of

hungry furniture – think a hairy two-seater sofa with a stomach. In fact, Bailey was so big he

seemed to have taken up the human-sized space left by Kristian’s departure.Bad boyfriend had

become intolerable boyfriend and no amount of dog care was going to help. With his return to

New York, I was left holding the baby but happily Bailey will always provide a link between us.

Once the angry scars of the break-up had begun to fade we became friends again and now

our phone calls always begin with me looking at Bailey sprawled on the floor like an enormous,

tattered hearthrug and exclaiming, ‘It’s your bad daddy on the phone!’Labradoodles come in all

sorts of shapes, sizes and finishes: it seems the basic process of introducing a poodle to a

Labrador is a fairly inexact science. Bailey is at the larger end of the scale, with shaggy Dusty

Springfield-style hair in a colour breeders call golden, but which you and I would recognise as

blond. An old lady I met while out walking once described him well when she cooed, ‘He’s like

a Disney dog!’ And there certainly is something of the cartoon dog about him. Adorable but on

the simple side – the sort of dog who drives you to laughter and fury, but very rarely to pride.It

was during the 1980s in Australia that Wally Conron first had the idea of breeding Labradors

and poodles, as he wanted to create a guide dog suitable for blind people with allergies.

Genius. Now, what he did create was a fabulous, family-friendly pet that looks great in

photographs, but there is something about combining the intelligence of a poodle with the

simplicity of a Labrador that results in a hungry genius. Given that Bailey would happily launch

himself across the M25 if he thought there was half a biscuit on the other side, I’m not sure I’d

feel very easy leaving him in charge of a human life. Some labradoodles have, I know, been

successfully trained as a companion or an assistance dog for the disabled, but I’m yet to see

one in the traditional harness leading a blind person through the busy streets of London town. I

have, on the other hand, met at least three people whose labradoodles failed their first year of

training for this task and so graduated to being a pet rather than a working professional.After

my initial training with Bailey I felt he was pretty good. He understood basic commands and he



came when you called him. I began to take him to big parks and he played happily with the

other dogs while I made small talk: ‘How old?’ ‘What breed?’ ‘Oh, yes, mine does that

too.’Oddly, these conversations very rarely involve me being on television or, indeed, even

knowing each other’s names. I’m Bailey’s dad just as the man I’m talking to is Oscar’s owner or

the lady who walks Archie. On the dog run we are simply there to hand out treats and put our

fur babies on a lead when they are tired.I enjoyed the anonymity and looked forward to these

jaunts. Then the weather got warmer and with the milder temperatures came picnics. Dog

owners reading this will immediately know what I mean.The first incident occurred in Hyde

Park. Before I had Bailey I’d seldom walked in the park. Even now when I encounter people out

for a walk unaccompanied by a dog, I think they look crazy. As a dog owner you start to notice

your fellow park users more. People and their pets – check to see if their dog is on a lead or if it

looks like some sort of pit bull. Walk on. People taking a break from the office – often nicely

dressed, may have a sandwich. Avoid. Children – difficult this one, because Bailey does look

like a giant teddy bear come to life. Sadly, because he is also the size of a Mini Cooper, with

paws, the chances of him knocking a kid over are very high. Crying, apologies, angry parents.

It’s not worth it. Avoid.Then there are the huge swathes of the population who avoid you. To

many cultures the idea of having a dog as a pet is filthy and inexplicable. I do understand this. I

have visited villages in Africa where dogs are just kept as a form of sanitation in that they eat

up all the waste. You might encounter a cow sheltering from the heat in someone’s home but

never a filthy dog. The same is true of many countries. Shocking, then, for such people to find

themselves in Britain where the dog is almost as sacred as the cow is in India. And this was my

biggest lesson when it came to Hyde Park: it is used by many Middle Eastern people. I also

discovered that they enjoy having large family picnics at sundown. Given the topography of

parts of the park, it is often very hard to see what might be nestling over the brow of the next

hill. Added to this, the food served at these feasts is typically very aromatic – a dangerous

combination.I learnt this lesson the hard way. One evening, while I was blissfully unaware,

Bailey with his finely tuned dog nose was only too certain of the culinary delights that awaited.

One minute we were walking along, him sniffing every tree, me surveying the horizon for

potential disaster, when suddenly he bolted.Most people have seen the YouTube clip of the

man in Richmond Park impotently screaming for his dog, Fenton, to come back … well, I have

lived that man’s pain. Bailey disappeared over a hill and soon I could hear varied screams. This

was not good.At the brow of the hill I looked down on a sea of carnage. About a dozen people,

the women in beautiful saris, were running for their lives while one very happy dog stood on a

blanket amidst upturned glasses and plates, gorging himself from a bowl of something

delicious.I retrieved my hound and began the process of apologising. The fact that they were

so nice about it only made me feel even worse – if there is any approved etiquette for this

situation I don’t know it. I was miles from home so they couldn’t come back for food; nor were

there any food shops on the horizon. In the end I just held out a wad of cash as some sort of

compensation but that was waved away. I got the feeling that they were all just grateful to still

be alive. Maybe this is how people in Yosemite Park react when the park ranger has removed a

marauding bear from their campsite.Obviously I knew that I was responsible for Bailey’s

criminal activity but I’m afraid I quickly became the sort of dog owner who blames other people

for their dog’s bad behaviour. Greenwich Park. It wasn’t even a nice day – why were these

people sitting on the grass eating chicken? Victoria Park. Chatting to a couple wheeling a

stroller. Why would you leave baby rusks in an open bag underneath the pushchair? The final

straw was back in Hyde Park. We were on one of the large meadows with a wide range of

vision. No one sitting on the ground. Run, Bailey, play! He bounded away and returned



moments later with a slice of pizza flopping from his mouth. A smartly dressed woman sitting

on a park bench assured me it didn’t matter. She was fine. I was furious. Why wasn’t she

having lunch in a restaurant?Bailey’s original trainer had by now emigrated to the Caribbean to

run a bed and breakfast, but I finally admitted to myself that I needed more help. I phoned

around and got a highly respected dog trainer. He dressed as if he were on safari or were

some sort of mercenary soldier of fortune. I liked it; he meant business. I explained the

problem.Apparently we needed to perfect Bailey’s recall (that’s your dog coming back when

you call it, in civilian speak). The trainer organised the training sessions like some sort of sting

operation: one of his assistants would be seated on a blanket 100 yards away eating a

sandwich; another day, we started training with great urgency because he didn’t want the KFC

he’d secreted on a park bench to go cold.We had several lessons and I liked to think Bailey

was improving, but I fear most of that was the figment of a proud father’s imagination. One day,

as the trainer was packing his paraphernalia of training leads and Tupperware containers filled

with treats into his camouflage backpack, he turned to me and said with a sigh, ‘I think that’s as

good as that dog’s going to get.’ It seemed Bailey had reached his full potential. I now spend

nearly all summer every year at my house in Ireland, which has four acres of garden for Bailey

to roam in. Whilst I do love Ireland very much, there is at least part of me that is there just to

avoid picnic season.Now please don’t misunderstand: Bailey’s obsession with being able to eat

things isn’t just confined to the park. My kitchen is carefully arranged so that anything edible is

out of reach. Given that Bailey must be nearly five feet tall when he puts his front paws up on

the counter surfaces, this means most things are almost out of my reach too. My petite mother

in particular can’t bear it because she isn’t even able to toast a slice of bread until somebody

comes along to get it down for her.We discovered his love of baked goods early on. My sister

Paula had cut herself a slice of brown bread for toast and had her breakfast. A short while

afterwards, my brother-in-law Terry came down into the kitchen.‘Where’s the bread?’‘On the

counter, where I left it,’ my sister replied in a way that suggested he was blind. Terry still

couldn’t see it.The fate of the bread became clear when Bailey slumped to the floor with a

large, loaf-shaped lump protruding from his stomach. Not a crumb was left on the counter. He

is as meticulous as he is ravenous.Dinner parties have become especially difficult because

there are so many distractions with people and booze milling about. One night I put a platter of

cold meats on the table with a handful of cherry tomatoes on top. I went back to the kitchen to

get something and when I returned to the dining room something struck me as different. It took

me a moment to realise what. All the meat was gone. Vanished. There just remained the

tomatoes, rocking gently on the plate, like the trick where the tablecloth is pulled away leaving

the table setting undisturbed.I’m not completely stupid and have learned to try and avoid these

instances, but Bailey is ever watchful for his chance. A group of friends and I were in the

garden about to have cheesecake with our coffee when a plane flew very low over the house.

We all looked up. I’m not sure to this day if Bailey had managed to bribe a pilot to change his

course, but when we looked down again there was an empty plate and a large dog running off

with a wheel of cheesecake between his chops. I’ve lost count of the number of times I’ve been

busy doing something and heard shrieks from my guests as Bailey has nosed his way into a

bowl of dip or decided that everyone was finished with the milk in the jug. Last summer I

cooked lamb and having served everyone, put the large amount that was left back in the

kitchen ready for seconds, carefully shutting the door behind me to prevent a serious case of

meat theft. I was clearing some dishes when my mother enquired about the lamb and the

whereabouts of Bailey. I explained that everything was fine because I had closed the door. With

that, Bailey approached the glass panel of the kitchen door but on the other side of it. A muzzle



dripping with lamb juice and a contented look seemed to say, ‘Thank you for letting me eat in

peace for once.’Given how challenging life with a large, disobedient dog can be, you might well

ask the question: ‘Graham, why did you get another dog?’ Well, let me explain.Every time I

break up with someone I assume I will never have sex again and be single for the rest of my

life. Thankfully, thus far, I have consistently been proved wrong.After Kristian, along came Ben

and with him a small Jack Russell called Derek. While my affair with Ben was pretty rocky and

short-lived, the same could not be said of Bailey and Derek. They adored one another and

happily played together for hours. It was a fantastic arrangement: I no longer had to hope I

bumped into other dogs in the local park as Bailey had a built-in playmate; and when Ben and I

went out, I no longer felt guilty about leaving my dog alone, because he had Derek.To be

honest, the relationship with Ben lasted far longer than it should have simply to keep Derek in

our lives. Eventually, though, I had to admit defeat and Bailey was left Derekless.It wasn’t a

hard decision to look for a permanent companion dog. Looking after two was very little extra

work and the benefits were enormous. This time I felt I should do the decent thing and get a

rescue dog. I began my search.Dogs Trust is an amazing charity that has a state-of-the-art

facility to the west of London in Uxbridge, with heated floors, large paddocks to play in and

wonderful, caring staff. So much so, it is possible to leave there without crying, which is the

biggest compliment I can pay them.I brought Bailey out there and he was matched with a dog

he got on with like a house on fire, galloping around the play area like they had known each

other all their lives. The problem was this dog was nearly as big as Bailey. Tempted as I was, I

knew this was not a good idea. The nice people at Dogs Trust understood, and they went to

fetch a smaller option.It was Derek!I almost called Ben to see if he had lost his dog but then it

became clear that despite his looks, this was a different beast entirely. The two dogs didn’t hate

each other but after a casual bit of bum-sniffing they simply ignored each other. Again, this

wasn’t going to help my life. Who knew that Bailey could ever be compared to Cinderella’s

delicate glass slipper? I needed the perfect fit.Having been disappointed, I was excited to get a

call a couple of weeks later from the staff at Dogs Trust telling me they thought they had the

perfect match. Bailey was piled into the car and we headed off for another session of doggy

speed-dating.The potential playmate was a rust-coloured terrier with longish legs, a ridge of

hair along her back and a docked tail. For some reason the staff had decided to call her

Madonna. I chose to ignore that and we brought them out to the paddock. It was perfection.

They ran in circles, rolled around and generally seemed entranced by one another. We had

found our companion dog. The only problem I could see was the name. I could not have a dog

called Madonna unless I changed Bailey’s name to Elton. I compromised and settled on

Madge.Given what I now know about Madge, I marvel at how well she behaved when she met

Bailey at Dogs Trust. Since that day she has never encountered another dog she actually likes,

so I can only imagine the supreme effort she made in the paddock. It was as if someone had

given her a pep talk before we arrived: ‘If you do this, if you pretend to be nice for just a little

while, then you can get out of here!’ She did and she did.Rescue dogs are special. They are

loving and loyal – is grateful too human an emotion to give a dog? – but they are also

complicated. Who knows what traumas Madge went through before she found herself in the

warm, dry confines of Dogs Trust, but whatever happened, it has left her with quite a lot of

issues. She doesn’t like men in high visibility jackets, people on skateboards, noisy trucks,

suitcases on wheels, buskers or practically any other dogs. Add to that the normal antipathy

towards cats, squirrels and foxes and you have quite a fussy walker. On the plus side, she is

wildly affectionate towards people and the obvious bond between herself and Bailey is more

than I could have hoped for. Her constant attention and desire to play, which involves biting and



pulling his tail, straddling his head or hanging off his ears, has without doubt kept him younger

and more active than his ten years would suggest. Madge may have brought new and

undreamt-of problems into my life but in terms of doing the job I wanted her for, she has been a

huge success.Being a re-homed rescue dog also tells you something else about their

character: they are survivors. About half an hour after Bailey and I welcomed Madge into the

back of my car we were at my favourite pet shop on Elizabeth Street in the Belgravia area of

London, to get her a nice new lead and collar rather than the yellow, branded ones that she

had from the charity. Dogs are welcome in the shop so I was bringing them both in. As I turned

the door handle, I somehow lost hold of Madge’s lead and, untethered, she skipped off.
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O'Byrne Sheila Marie, “Very funny personal trip into this astonishing life.. I left Ireland before

Graham Norton shot to fame and only discovered his show recently and was wowed. I saw he

was promoting his novel (The Keepers) this summer so I bought it thinking it would be a light

whimsical read. It was not. It was gripping page turner. So I wanted to learn more about him

and bought everything else that he has written (another novel and two memoirs) and enjoyed

my summer of Graham.This is his second memoir and it's a blast. Organized thematically, in

each chapter Graham wittily discusses the passions in his life (Dogs, men, wine, New York

etc). I was laughing out loud and some times close to tears. I'm just hoping he has the next

installment coming soon!”

BrianB1966, “Don't hesitate! Buy it + read it!. Charming, clever, witty, so much more than the

insightful interviewer that you see on BBC. Graham is like the best friend you've always wanted

who you can bitchily dish the dirt with or share a sad story and a good cry with when needed. I

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/qPNBZ/The-Life-and-Loves-of-a-He-Devil-A-Memoir


feel like I know the man a wee bit better than the TV personality after reading his heartfelt and

genuine story. And any dog lover like him is a good egg in my book!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Enjoyable. I have referred everyone I know to watch Graham's shows,

especially the shorts on YouTube. He's a Prince. He has fantastic timing and is brilliant at

managing his guests. Obviously he is also a brilliant writer. This was an interesting an

entertaining hug of a book. Highly recommended!”

Jenn Hall, “Warm and sweet. And a bit saucy, just like the author. I have enjoyed The Graham

Norton Show for years, but reading an autobiography makes me appreciate him all the more.

He talks about many of his favorite things and some of the struggles of growing up, and the

journey is well-written and lovely.”

Jeffrey A carvish, “Fabulous and Witty. Graham Norton’s writing is as funny on the page as he

is on his various tv shows. He holds nothing back in this memoir. Nothing is off topic especially

his wine consumption. So pour a glass and snuggle in with his book and be prepared to laugh

and maybe cry a little.”

Robert J. Stone, “Slight but charming. This second installment of Graham Norton’s memoirs is

a breezy romp. Norton has a good voice on the page. Although there is little of substance

related here, it all goes down easily (no pun intended).”

Brendastheone, “Loved this book! I always knew Graham was funny, but I had no idea he was

so thoughtful and smart. Now I want to meet him in person, but then I would become one of

those people who annoy celebrities. Ø=Þ�. It's hard to be a fan. This is a hilarious read!!Ø=Þ�Ø=Þ�. Loved this

book. Graham Norton is a hilarious person. It's the kind of book that compels you to read

portions aloud to your husband, even though he's reading the same book but is a little behind

you.”

A. I. McCulloch, “Enormously readable guide to the important things in Graham's life. Warm,

witty, sharp, self-aware, funny - just like Graham. I loved this every bit as much as I hoped I

would. Rather than a conventional 'then I did this' structure covering the ten years of his life

since his first autobiography So Me, Graham has structured this around the things that make

up his life.So Chapter 1 is Dogs, the dogs of his childhood, and his two happily still current

dogs, blonde labradoodle Bailey and ginger ex-rescue terrier mix Madge. Bailey is on the

cover, with his head at Graham's shoulder on the bed I thought 'Oh he's not as big as I

expected' ... then I realised he was lying, not sitting. He's big. Graham takes us through his life

through Ireland, New York, Divas, Men, Work, Booze and a summary of his top picks for Room

101, Things I Love To Hate.It's very amusing, Graham writes as he speaks, which is very, very

well indeed and you never have a sense of not hearing his genuine voice. He is a bit of a he-

devil, yes, but also a caring and thoughtful person, exactly the person you want to give you a

balanced view of a thorny personal problem. No wonder his problem page and radio agony

aunt spot, Grill Graham, are so successful. A lovely, funny, warm and thoughtful read.Thanks,

Graham.”

Peter, “Owners of Labradoodle Puppies beware. How can you not love the first chapter of this

book by Graham Norton telling the hilarious stories of his labradoodle puppy Bailey. Well

perhaps if you are reading it while your incredibly cute 14 week old labradoodle puppy lies at



your feet asleep. Labradoodle puppies come in different sizes, mine is in the "have you seen

the size of his paws" category. Not to worry, I dream of the time when he will be a well trained

large adult dog instantly obeying my every command. Then I read this first chapter with every

funny story tinged with sheer terror thinking surely my dog won't do that!So I can happily

recommend this book to anyone who enjoys a good read but for relaxed owners of labradoodle

puppies, then it may not be for you!”

Ebook Tops Lady, “Brilliant. I really loved the beautiful way Graham speaks about

Madonna,Liza Minnelli,and a few more icons,I love his show and his other shows and now I

see he is not the acerbic man I thought him.Having had a similar background growing up I

know what he means when he talks about age changing our perspectives.That you so much

Graham for the book that had me crying and laughing.....”

The book by Graham Norton has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 1,730 people have provided feedback.
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